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ABSTRACT
I examine Fair Trade (FT) as a social movement that emerges as a regulativeforce in response to the rise of neoliberalism. I apply Polanyi’s (1944, 1957)classic concepts of embeddedness and the double movement to understandthe conflict that arises within a coherently motivated social movement.Using interview and participant observation data along with content analysisof FT organization mission statements, this research examines the role ofconflict within the FT movement over how best to improve the well-beingof producers in the global South. I discuss the different, conflicting waysin which FT participants think about improving labor conditions in theglobal South and the inherent conflict in using market mechanisms to countermarket forces. I conclude that while participants share the values of humanrights, equality, and environmentalism, realizing these goals through con-crete market activities reveals the tension between the benefits of liberalizingand the benefits of regulating the production and sale of FT goods that mayimpede the continued growth of the movement.
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International commodity trade, under the rubric of “free trade,” has been iden-tified as a source of vast inequalities within the international system, whereunderdevelopment generally persists in peripheral states. Fair Trade (FT) initia-tives emerged in the mid-20th century with the objective of improving the social,environmental, and economic conditions in the global South through marketmechanisms. Either through direct sales networks or voluntary certifications, FTpractitioners aim to regulate the market from within. FT has grown exponentiallyover the past 50 years, and previous research has consistently found positiveeffects on participating developing world producers (Levi & Linton, 2003; Ruben,2009). However, there are signs of approaching limits on the movement’s expan-sion and, therefore, on its ability to achieve its development goals.FT initiatives contest the rights established by the World Trade Organization(WTO) and other global neoliberal institutions and seek to create alternativestandards based on new understandings of environmental responsibility, justice,and the human right to a fair wage and acceptable working conditions. Thestandards for inclusion in the FT system sharply contrast with the dominantlegal framework set forth by the WTO, but they do so within the existing globaltrade market. I apply Polanyi’s (1944) concepts of embeddedness and the doublemovement, originally applied to the British government’s rising use of pro-tective regulations following laissez-faire policies, to the international economy.I argue that the recent wave of neoliberal policies spurs a new kind of protectivecountermovement—a nongovernmental, voluntary certification regulatory move-ment. While voluntary certifications range from labor to forest protection, FTrepresents the most extensive and inclusive branch of this countermovement.With standards applying to wages, working conditions, environmental practices,and community decision-making policies, among others, FT comprehensivelyaddresses liberalizing trends.However, the movement’s use of market mechanisms while at the same timecountering them fosters conflict within the movement. Drawing on Polanyi’s(1944, 1957) concepts of embeddedness and the double movement, I examine theroots of this conflict. Specifically, I focus on the conflict that arises from theFT movement’s simultaneous need for regulative forces and for liberalizingforces. Through the empirical investigation of the goals and objectives of theFT movement as they relate to their implementation, this research addressesthe role of markets in protecting labor rights in the global South. I begin witha brief background account of the FT movement and the key principles andstandards it enforces. I then consider the scholarly literature on FT markets andargue for the application of a Polanyian perspective to understanding both therise and the limitations of the FT movement. I then present evidence from FairTrade organization (FTO) Web pages, interview findings from key movementparticipants, and observation data from a landmark FT conference. Finally, Idiscuss how a Polanyian perspective informs these findings and conclude withan assessment of the possibilities and limitations of the FT movement.
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FAIR TRADE: BACKGROUND AND STRUCTURE
The Fair Trade (FT) movement began in response to increasingly liberalpolicies set in place by the main governing body of conventional internationaltrade, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), which later becamethe World Trade Organization (WTO). Participants in the FT movement identifythe GATT’s primary goal of “substantial reduction of trade barriers and elimina-tion of preferences” and the WTO’s primary goal of “further reduction of tradebarriers” (Lanoszka, 2009) as the central mechanisms behind between-nationinequality and poverty in the global South. The most widely used definition ofFair Trade is that it is

a trading partnership, based on dialogue, transparency and respect, that seeksgreater equity in international trade. It contributes to sustainable develop-ment by offering better trading conditions to, and securing the rights of,marginalized producers and workers—especially in the South. Fair tradeorganizations, backed by consumers, are engaged actively in supportingproducers, awareness raising and campaigning for changes in the rules andpractices of conventional international trade. (FINE, 2005: 21)
As such, FT is best understood as a social movement working in opposition tothe standards, practices, and goals of conventional international trade. By creatingan alternative international trading system, the movement aims to simultaneouslyimprove the conditions of Third World producers and educate consumers inthe global North on the relationship between international trading relationshipsand developing world poverty.Each network has distinct, yet similar standards for membership. Membershipin the World Fair Trade Organization (WFTO), for example, is based on 10principles: (1) creating opportunities for economically disadvantaged producers;(2) achieving transparency and accountability; (3) setting up fair trading practices;(4) ensuring the payment of a fair price; (5) ensuring there is no child or forcedlabor; (6) committing to nondiscrimination, gender equity, and freedom of asso-ciation; (7) ensuring good working conditions; (8) providing capacity building;(9) promoting fair trade; and (10) achieving respect for the environment. Like-wise, the standards set by the Fair Trade Federation are as follows: (1) creatingopportunities for economically and socially marginalized producers; (2) develop-ing transparent and accountable relationships between trading partners; (3) build-ing producers’ capacity or independence; (4) promoting Fair Trade; (5) payingworkers promptly and fairly based on the framework of true costs of labortime, materials, sustainable growth, and related factors; (6) supporting safe andempowering working conditions; (7) ensuring the rights of children including therights to security, education, and play; (8) cultivating environmental stewardship;and (9) respecting cultural identity while creating positive and equitable change.All organizations must demonstrate compliance with these standards in orderto gain membership and use the FT label.
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Structure of the FT Movement
Fair Trade organizations (FTOs) emerged in the mid-20th century and havesince developed into three distinct organizational forms. The original form ofdirect sales networks of Northern consumers and Southern producers facilitatedby nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) persists in some cases. In addition,some organizations have developed a product-level certification system, whileother organizations have developed an organization-level certification system.All three organizational forms share the objective of equalizing trade and pro-moting economic and social development as well as environmental sustain-ability in the global South. FTOs emerged as institutions, first at the internationallevel (i.e., between two nations only) and then at the global level (i.e., encom-passing multiple nations), designed to regulate economic action: specifically,the economic, social, and environmental conditions of production. Since theiremergence, complex networks of FTOs have proliferated throughout the globe.Fairly traded products first appeared among religious organizations and havesince expanded into a wide variety of consumer outlets including catalogues,specialty shops, and grocery stores, primarily in the global North but increasinglyin the global South as well. Fairly traded products were originally limited tohandicrafts, but they have expanded to include a wide range of goods, fromfresh produce to perishable items such as coffee and tea, and to prepackagedfood items and clothing.As such, the movement as a whole can be characterized as beginning with itsroots firmly in religious groups, handicrafts, and direct sales networks and thentransitioning in later years to less direct ties to religious organizations and theintroduction of agricultural and other products and certification systems. Oneof the central points in this transition was the formation of FTO networks thatserved to coordinate efforts and streamline the trading process. Beginning inthe mid-1970s, FTOs began to meet informally in conferences with the objectiveof sharing information and promoting Fair Trade practices and sales. Formalorganizational networking activity can be traced back at least to the 1980s withthe formation of the International Federation of Alternative Trade (IFAT) andthe European Fair Trade Association (EFTA). However, the networking processculminated in 1997 with the establishment of FINE, the association of fourinternational Fair Trade networks that have established a common definitionand principles of Fair Trade. This network includes IFAT and EFTA as wellas the Fairtrade Labeling Organization (FLO) and the Network of EuropeanWorldshoppes (NEWS!).There are currently five major fair trade networks representing various typesand numbers of members as well as different geographical spreads. They includethe four members of FINE as well as the Fair Trade Federation (FTF). TheFairtrade Labeling Organization (FLO) is based in Bonn, Germany. As of theend of 2007, the FLO consisted of 20 national labeling organizations, 15 in Europe
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and 5 in North America and the Pacific Rim, and 3 producer networks, oneeach in Africa, Asia, and Latin America. The World Fair Trade Organization(WFTO; formerly IFAT), based in the Netherlands, includes over 300 organi-zations—producer, importer, and support organizations. They are located inAfrica, Asia, Europe, Latin America, and North America and the Pacific Rim.The Network of European Worldshoppes (NEWS!), based in Mainz, Germany,consists of 13 National Worldshoppe associations, 12 of which are confined toEurope. The European Fair Trade Association (EFTA), based in the Netherlands,includes 11 importing organizations, 9 of which operate exclusively in Europe.Finally, the Fair Trade Federation (FTF), based in Washington, DC, is a networkof North American organizations committed to FT practices. The FTF consists ofover 200 member organizations, which are primarily operating as retailers andwholesalers of FT products from the global South.In addition to networking, the adoption of labeling marks a key transition pointfor FTOs. Until the mid-1980s, FT products were sold primarily in Worldshoppesor catalogues. In an effort to reach a broader public, FTOs implemented a labelingsystem. With this new system, products that were traded and sold complyingwith FT conditions would qualify for a label that would make that product standout on store shelves. This system allowed any organization, not only FTOs, to sellfairly traded products. Within one year of the establishment of labeling, coffeewith the certification label had a market share of almost 3% of total coffeesales (WFTO, 2009). In 1997, the worldwide association FLO was created, and itis now responsible for setting international standards for FT products, certifyingproduction, and auditing trade according to these standards for the labeling ofproducts. Currently, there are approximately 20 different labeled types of products(WFTO, 2009).
MARKETS AND MARKETIZATION

In the broadest sense, markets are social institutions that facilitate exchange(Coase, 1988). Neoclassical economic theory generally conceptualizes markets asprice-making and resource-allocating mechanisms (Swedberg, 1994). Economistscharacterize markets as sites of “utility maximization,” where all participants,having perfect information and the desire to enhance their benefits throughexchange, act rationally and in isolation. Further, a great deal of this work, mostnotably from the Chicago School, assumes additionally that this exchange isinherently beneficial for all participants (Friedman & Friedman, 1980; Posner,1981). Much of economic theory assumes that markets emerge from advances intechnology that revolutionize the production of existing goods or create thepossibility of new goods and the dynamics of competition between entrepreneurssupplying these new products (Fligstein, 2001). Forces of supply and demandkeep markets in a state of equilibrium so that the needs of buyers and sellers aremet. Competition between sellers keeps prices reasonable and rewards the most
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efficient and innovative producers. The role of governments is largely ignoredor criticized as introducing inefficiencies. As a result, complex social institu-tions such as common understandings, rules, and laws are omitted from economicdiscussions of markets (Fligstein, 2001).However, the creation of the Fair Trade (FT) market runs counter to tradi-tional economic views of the emergence and development of markets. AlthoughFT can be viewed as a form of branding in the sense that a FT label signals tocustomers that a good was produced under particular conditions, that is, inline with established social, economic, and environmental standards, it is morecomplex than typical branding in that it represents an alternative logic of exchangemeant to benefit producers. With FT, there is no new technology or product.World markets for coffee and handicrafts, respectively the largest and the initialFT products, have existed for hundreds of years. But the market for FT productsdid not emerge until the mid-20th century and did not expand substantiallyuntil the 1980s.The novel part of this market is fairness, or the arrangements for socialinteractions and the treatment of the natural environment. FT retailers empha-size the poor conditions of developing world producers and bring personalizedstories to their customers. Products often come with pictures and personalaccounts of artisans and farmers. Further, unlike traditional markets, the FTmarket is consumer-led with an emphasis not only on quality of products but alsoon conditions of production and the advancement of developing-world producers.In addition, sellers emphasize the economic and social benefits such producersexperience from participation in FT. Likewise, the consumption of FT productscannot be explained with traditional understandings of utility maximization.Fair trade defies neoclassical logic, but it is located within the traditionalinternational market. Economic accounts, especially neoclassical economicaccounts, predict profit maximization where the leaders in global commoditychains should pressure producers to sell at the lowest prices (Gereffi, Humphrey,& Sturgeon,. 2005; Gereffi & Korzeniewicz, 1995). This perspective wouldpredict this will happen at the expense of the environment and the living condi-tions of the laborers. Rather than considering the ecological and social damageincurred by the developing world, economistic analyses typically treat thesecosts as “externalities,” or costs of profit-seeking activities that are placed outsideof the entities that stand to make a profit. This ignores the true costs of productionin both human and ecological terms. While the concept of economic externalitieshas been treated by economists in a variety of contexts, it is only narrowlyconceived (Mackenzie, 2010). It is typically used to describe the practice ofcorporate pollution, for example, that is cleaned up by states at taxpayers’ expense.Especially given that global and national regulatory systems (GATT/WTO,tariffs) were already in place prior to the emergence of Fair Trade organizations,neoclassical externality analysis would find it hard to predict the emergence of anew regulatory form that exists within the current market but aims to redistribute
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wealth and improve environmental and social conditions. Especially difficultfor this theoretical perspective to predict is the initiation of the project by con-sumers in the global North.While the economic principle of consumer sovereigntysuggests that consumers will determine production based on their purchasingpower, it is not expected that they will select Third World development andecological stewardship as criteria for product quality, for example. Because anFT label is almost always accompanied by a higher price tag than that of a tradi-tionally traded comparable good, traditional economic perspectives will not likelyanticipate the expansion of this particular market.In contrast to traditional economic accounts, economic sociologists argue thatthe economy is not analytically separate from society (Krippner &Alvarez, 2007).In his classical argument, Polanyi (1944) argued, contrary to neoclassical eco-nomic theory, that the economy is embedded within the context of larger socialarrangements. Society is, therefore, not subject to the laws of a self-regulatingmarket. Rather, larger social forces shape market dynamics. Although the conceptof embeddedness has been used in a variety of different ways, a large body ofsociological research demonstrates that economic action is affected by a varietyof social forces and institutions (Carruthers, 1996; Schneiberg & Bartley, 2008;Western, 1997). From this perspective, social forces are crucial to the functioningof markets as the development of new markets requires extensive social organi-zation (Fligstein, 2001; Granovetter, 1985; Podolny, 1993).In sum, economic sociology calls into question the assumptions made byeconomists that the economy is an analytically separate realm of society that canbe understood in terms of its own internal dynamics, where politics and cultureare external, and that individuals act rationally to maximize utilities in theirmodel of the self-regulating market that integrates and harmonizes transactionsin markets for products, labor, and capital (Block, 1990). Sociological accountsof economic action assume that economy and society are embedded in oneanother, rather than existing as analytically separate spheres. The subfield ofeconomic sociology also considers multiple types of rational action includingvalue-rationality. Here, I argue that Polanyi’s (1944) concept of embeddednessis key to an analysis of Fair Trade.
Embeddedness and the Double Movement

Previous work on fair trade has highlighted the relevance of Karl Polanyi’s(1944) concept of embeddedness for analyzing how FT and other initiativesare shaped by the social and political relations of commodity chains (Taylor,Murray, & Raynolds, 2005). According to Polanyi (1944), the rise of laissez-fairemarkets in 19th-century Britain represents a move toward the institutional separ-ation of economy and society, or the dis-embedding of the economy from society.This dismantling of forces regulating the economy risks the overexploitationof the fictitious commodities, land, labor, and money. They are referred to as
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fictitious because none are produced with the sole intent of sale on the market;nor are they dominated by the logic of supply and demand. In an extensionof Polanyi’s work, Block (1990) proposes a continuum from instrumental toembedded that combines two dimensions: first, the degree to which behavior isprice driven; and second, the degree to which self-interest places economicgoals ahead of friendship, family ties, spiritual considerations, or morality. Blockargues that the existence of nonopportunistic behavior is evidence of embedded-ness, of the power of noneconomic variables, such as the norms of a particularcommunity or the strength of personal ties.Consumption of fairly traded products highlights the role of social variablesin economic behavior. For example, case studies of FT cooperatives reveal thatproducer organizations within the FT regime require a demonstrated commitmentby prospective small-scale grower members that they “not be opportunistic butdesire to stick with the cooperative through good and bad” (Taylor et al., 2005).Further, the principles and goals established by FTOs demonstrate their interestin equality, social justice, and environmentalism over profits. The FT movementvalues the conditions of production along with standard concerns with qualityand price. As a result, FT can be understood as an attempt to re-embed economyinto society via market mechanisms.In addition, Polanyi (1944) argued that any movement toward liberalizationmust be met with a countermovement toward regulation, in order to prevent thecommodification of land, labor, and money. Further, a fully self-regulating marketis impossible, and we see the rise of regulatory efforts that are necessary toprotect human populations and the natural environment (Polanyi, 1957). Polanyirefers to the expansion of free markets followed by protective regulations asthe “double movement.” The concept of the double movement can be usefullyapplied to the global level, where FT represents one aspect of the protectivecountermovement (Bandelj, Shorette, & Sowers, 2011; Fridell, 2007). Likewise,Schneiberg and Bartly (2008) find that, paradoxically, neoliberal globalizationspurs regulatory efforts. The frequency and comprehensiveness of regulationby both state and nonstate bodies has increased as liberalizing policies enforcingtariff reduction and the privatization of national institutions have been on therise (Vogel, 1996). As such, the expansion of FTmarkets can be seen as part of theprotective countermovement to the rise of neoliberal globalization.
Fair Trade Markets: Expansion and Limits

Previous work on FT has found consistent support for the industry’s claimsthat FT offers positive, though limited, benefits to participating producers andeven to nonparticipating producers in the vicinity of FT farms (Bacon, 2005; Levi& Linton, 2003; Murray, Raynolds, & Taylor, 2003; Ruben, 2009). However,skepticism over the system’s potential to fundamentally alter global developmentinequalities remains. Current literature focuses on two key limitations. First, the
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contradiction of undermining the traditional market while simultaneously beinglocated within it undermines the system’s transformative power (Bacon, 2005).The strategy of “opposing the market from within,” or aiming to alleviate globalinequalities through the market system that created them, reveals an inherentcontradiction in the FT system (Bacon et al., 2008; Nicholls & Opal, 2005).Some argue that capitalist markets are inherently characterized by exploitationand, therefore, require complete revolutionary transformation if developmentalequality is to be achieved (Fridell, 2006). From this perspective, FT cannot beeffective in its objectives while operating within the capitalist world economy.Therefore, Brown (1993) argues for the establishment of a system entirelyoutside the jurisdiction of the World Trade Organization. However, Raynolds(2000) argues that the movement’s re-embedding of social and environmentalissues into exchange relationships constitutes a significant revision of traditionalmarket practices.Second, the exclusivity versus expansion of FT markets poses several relatedproblems. The system’s dependence on exclusivity, where FT is attractive tocustomers at least partly because it differentiates them from mainstream con-sumers, limits the bounds of expansion (Guthman, 2009). As FT products becomemore widely available, they become less attractive to some consumers by virtueof their reduced exclusivity. In addition to reducing the cachet of belonging toan exclusive group, the expansion of FT to include a wider range of productsrisks dilution or the weakening of standards (Jaffee, 2010). As large, mainstreamcorporations such as Starbucks and Wal-Mart enter the FT market, standardsare increasingly put at risk. Such corporate participants in FT may even strategizeto dilute standards to their own benefit and the detriment of the FT movement(Renard, 2005). In this sense, Northern partners in FT vary greatly dependingon the source, as the expansion of FT to include large corporations can poten-tially yield more damage than benefit (Fridell, 2009). However, if the movementis to impact more producers, it will have to move into mainstream marketswhere more consumers reside (Levi & Linton, 2003). As such, partnershipsbetween businesses and nongovernmental organizations become necessary toprovide a broader base for the market in FT goods that promotes the norms ofeconomic, social, and environmental sustainability among consumers in theglobal North (Linton, 2005).Finally, while FT practices have been consistently shown to improve condi-tions for producers in the global South, they are not typically a panacea for thereduction of growing world poverty (Bacon et al., 2008; Jaffee, 2007; Ruben,2009). However, even marginal gains motivate continued efforts within the FTnetwork, which continues to expand. Industry members and scholars attributeFT growth in the 1990s and the early 21st century to the certification and labelingprocess (Ponte, 2002; Raynolds, Murray, and Heller, 2007; WFTO, 2009). Thissuggests that the expansion of FT may require more market orientation (i.e.,more standardization and less specificity). The early era of FT, which was
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characterized by direct sales networks of handicraft products, depended verylittle on standardization. Producers generally designed and crafted their productson their own terms and without direction. Sellers in the global North wouldtravel to production sites and purchase the goods for sale in Northern com-munities. They emphasized the value of traditional and unique products. However,as the FT movement expanded, it became increasingly market oriented. In orderfor FT products to move from small, local sales outlets, at churches, for example,to large retail outlets such as grocery stores, standardization was necessary. Atthis point, retailers in the global North began setting standards for design andquality, so that FT handicrafts still bore traditional cultural elements but weredesigned to appeal to a wider consumer audience and held to higher qualitystandards. The introduction of the labeling system represents a further movetoward market orientation. A series of labels indicates that goods were producedunder a particular set of conditions. This labeling system allowed for the massproduction and distribution of FT products.
CHANGING NORMS ANDNONGOVERNMENTAL GOVERNANCE

Traditionally, the state and interstate institutions have monopolized the govern-ance of international trade. These institutions posses the material resourcesand technical information necessary to govern global trade. However, the riseof egalitarian world cultural norms undermines their legitimacy, which is alsonecessary for their role in governance (Scott, 2008). If we consider legitimacyas a “generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity aredesirable, proper or appropriate within some socially constructed systemof norms,values, beliefs and definitions” (Suchman, 1995: 574), we can see that worldcultural norms support the exploitation of the periphery much less now thanin previous centuries. Scott (2008) notes that structures can be simultaneouslylegitimated by entrenched authorities and contested by less powerful actors.International commodity trade, regulated by state and interstate organizations,is an example of a simultaneously legitimated and contested structure. The sociallyconstructed system of neoclassical economics persists and spreads throughthe power of entrenched authorities. FTOs represent challenges to the legitimacyof this system by less powerful constituencies. Although power certainly mattersin supporting legitimacy processes, it is not the absolute arbiter. According toScott (2008: 61), “entrenched power is, in the long run, hapless against theonslaught of opposing power allies with more persuasive ideas or strong com-mitments.” This suggests the possibility for the further expansion of FT in terms oforganizations and total trade and potentially wider social change, where inter-national commodity trade more closely aligns with world cultural norms.Boli and Thomas (1999) argue that the goals of international nongovern-mental organizations (INGOs) are often contrary to state interests and have been
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successful in pressuring states to adopt wartime protections and developmentefforts in the periphery. For example, the International Committee of the RedCross (ICRC) drafted and persuaded states to adopt the first Geneva Conventionrestricting legitimate state violence (Finnemore, 1999) and the formation ofnational development agencies dedicated to the development of other nationssuch as the United States Agency for International Development (USAID).Even if a shared cultural frame problematizes the same outcomes, divergentinterests will obscure whose problem it is and how it should be addressed (Bartley,2007). In the case of international trade, global economic development is oneovertly agreed upon goal. However, views on the causes of underdevelopmentand strategies for increasing development vary greatly. State and interstate institu-tions address the problem one way, namely, via trade liberalization, whereas FTOstake a contrasting approach. Polanyi (1944) argues for the necessity of stateregulation of markets. However, the size and scope of contemporary globalizationand international trade require regulation beyond the level of the national state,agreements between nation states, and state-based global governance institutionssuch as the United Nations. According to Bartley (2007: 298), “most scholarsagree that the globalization of supply chains and the lack of existing regu-latory capacity at the global level generate demands for new forms of ‘globalgovernance.’” Voluntary certification systems in general, and FT in particular,represent new, nonstate forms of governance.Further, the emergence of FT and other voluntary certification systems isjust one part of a broad movement to regulate economic activity in accordancewith the social justice principle over profits. The development and expansionof micro-credit systems in Brazil (Gutberlet, 2009) and of bartering economiesin Peru (Argumedo & Pimbert, 2010), along with government policy–basedinitiatives that prioritize overall well-being ahead of profits (Stiglitz & Charlton,2006), represent market-based social justice initiatives throughout the globalSouth. The notion of a “solidarity economy,” or the construction of economiesbased on social justice, has been used widely in efforts parallel to those of FT.
DATA AND METHODS

Content Analysis
I have performed a content analysis of the mission, value, and summarystatements of the most central organizations within the FT movement. Thisincludes the pioneering organizations, Ten Thousand Villages and Serve Inter-national, the FINE members (the Fairtrade Labeling Organization, World FairTrade Organization, Network of European Worldshoppes, and European FairTrade Association), the Fair Trade Federation, and the central information-basedorganizations, the Fair Trade Institute and the Fair Trade Resource Network.In addition, I have included a stratified random sample of 100 additional FT
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network member organizations, which includes organizations that belong to allfive major FT networks, as well as producer, labeling, wholesale, and retailorganizations from all major regions of the world.Many organizations provide an official mission statement, while others havesections on their “vision,” “values,” and general “about us” sections posted ontheir Web pages. I have included all of these statements in the content analysis.The vast majority of Web pages are available in English. For those that are postedin languages other than English, I have used Google Translate and performedthe content analysis on the translated content.
Participant Observation

In addition, I attended the Fair Trade Futures Conference 2010, whichbrought together members of the FT community from every part of the system:producers, consumers, retailers, wholesalers, activists, and academics were allpresent. The conference is part of a series that meets every five years to evaluatethe status of the movement and discuss its next steps. Over the course of thethree-day conference, I attended two luncheon working groups, one debate, threeseminars, two keynote speeches, and the welcome and farewell plenary sessions.In addition, I conducted 22 informal and unstructured interviews for a totalof 30 hours of participant observation. My informal interviews were conductedbefore and after conference hours, during scheduled breaks, and at the “market-place” where retailers set up mini FT shops with samples and items for sale.During the interviews and observations, I identified myself as having a universityaffiliation when asked and as indicated by my conference badge.
FINDINGS

Official Organization Statements
Though variation exists, FTO Web pages present several coherent and unifiedthemes. I found that the most common key words and phrases are “equality,”“justice,” and “development,” with over 70% of organizations invoking theseterms. These themes are followed by “poverty alleviation,” “partnership,”“sustainability,” “market access,” and “economic empowerment,” each found inbetween 40% and 60% of organizations’ official statements. See Table 1 for theprecise frequency of each of these key words and phrases. I have arrived at twoconclusions based on these results. First, the overall goals of the movement arequite consistent despite great variation in the size, location, and capacity of partici-pating organizations. Second, the central terms and phrases consistently invokedby these organizations contrast strongly with the imagery and terminology usedby the dominant global governance institutions that promote liberalization andprivatization. In sum, the findings from content analysis show a unified missionof FT participants that works to counter the effects of neoliberalism.
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For example, the Fair Trade Resource Network’s mission statement claimsthat the organization “seeks to improve people’s lives through Fair Trade alter-natives . . . and to build a more just and sustainable world through Fair Trade.”In addition, several organizations express unified goals while alluding to thecurrent neoliberal-based system. The World Fair Trade Organization argues,for example, that it “provides greater justice in world trade and highlights theneed for change in the rules and practices of conventional trade.” Likewise, theFairtrade Labeling Organization argues that “trade can be a fundamental driver ofpoverty reduction and greater sustainable development, but only if it is managedfor that purpose, with greater equality and transparency than is currently thenorm.” Each of these organizations identifies shortcomings in the current conven-tional trading system and the possibility for changing its negative effects.In addition to revealing the FTOs’ consistent objectives of countering neo-liberalism via alternative trading relationships, the content analysis revealedimportant distinctions between the various FTOs. The main differences lie in theirmotivation and their target populations. The majority of organizations reportedmotivation by means of secular norms of social justice and environmentalism.Many of the Web pages invoked images of “global citizens,” highlighting “con-nectedness” with people from different geographical and social locations. Thesetypes of pages appealed to consumers’ belief in their responsibility to supportproducers in the global South via notions of human rights and social justice.A much smaller segment of the FT population invokes religious imageryin its descriptions of its objectives. While the final goals of equality, justice,and environmentalism are consistent, these organizations motivate potential sup-porters via “God’s word,” occasionally providing specific Bible passages. These
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Key words and phrases
Percentage oforganizationsinvoking terms

Equality
Justice
Development
Poverty Alleviation
Partnership
Sustainability
Market Access
Economic empowerment

82
79
73
58
53
53
41
40



organizations also tend to include the objectives of promoting “spirituality” or“Christianity” along with the standard FT goals. In addition, the majority oforganizations target producers in the global South generally. However, somework specifically with narrower populations such as women, children, handi-capped people, and diseased groups. However, despite these differences, theorganizations maintain a coherent line of objectives in opposition to conventionaltrade policies and practices.
Conference Dynamics

The conference that I attended was unified by the collective desire for a morejust and equal international trading system that respects and empowers producersin the developing world. Interview and participant observation evidence suggeststhat the discourse of international trade positions FT in opposition to conven-tional trade, where liberalization spearheaded by intergovernmental organiza-tions such as the GATT/WTO is met with countermovements toward regulationof the economic, social, and environmental conditions of production and trade.Throughout the conference, participants in a variety of positions within the FTsystem referred to the unjust ideologies and policies of conventional trade andfrequently evoked the WTO with disdain. They argued that conventional tradepolicies negatively impact producers in the global South and positioned theirparticipation within FT as opposing these conventional practices. The conferencewasmarked by an overall shared commitment to improving the lives of developingworld producers. However, conceptions of justness and the proposed approachesto this end varied dramatically. The program of the conference was organizedaround central debates reflecting existing points of contention within the FTsystem. The debates focused mainly on the issues of the relative power ofparticipants from the global North and South within the FT system, the imple-mentation of the labeling system, and the desired level of exclusivity. In line withthis focus was the overall heated and passionate tone of the conference. Long linesformed during the open question sessions that followed panel presentations.Participants enthusiastically and passionately expressed their views, often withexasperation. A variety of perspectives and contentious debate characterized thethree-day event. However, the conference did not result in any consensus onthe desired future directions of the FT movement as its title suggested.The particular points of contention that emerged and the failure to resolvethem during the conference are rooted in the FT movement’s contradictoryposition of opposing the market from within. Traditional markets move towardthe commodification of labor—that is, the application of the principles of supplyand demand to human productive activity. However, the FT system promotesthe embeddedness of economy in society through the decommodification oflabor, specifically for producers in the global South. However, the expansionof the FT system to include more consumers and positively affect more producers
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requires further market orientation or liberalization. The production of FT goodson a mass scale and at an accessible price for average consumers in the globalNorth, therefore, threatens the standards at the base of the FT system. Thefollowing points of contention arising at the conference reveal the tension betweenthe need to liberalize and the need to regulate.Throughout the conference, I identified four central debates: (1) producerrepresentation and decision-making power; (2) the structure of the primary certifi-cation body, FLO; (3) the regulation of products with complex commodity chains;and (4) the value of exclusivity in the FT market. The debates are describedin detail below. Note that the names of conference participants are altered toprotect their confidentiality.The first of the four central debates raised at the Fair Trade Futures Conferencewas the representation of producers in the decision-making process, especiallywithin the Fairtrade Labeling Organization (FLO). FLO codifies and enforcesthe FT standards. It is composed of 22 members, 20 of which represent theglobal North and 2 of which represent the global South. In the opening plenarysession, Miguel Gutierrez, president of Candela Peru, a WFTO producer organi-zation member, argued vehemently that producers require and deserve a greatervoice within the primary certifying agency. A FLO representative and formervice chair of the organization sympathized with Gutierrez’ position but suggestedthis was not possible due to organizational constraints; that greater control ofthe certification process was necessary in the global North. He argued thatincreased participation from producers would increase the cost of the certificationprocess and was, therefore, not desirable for anyone in the FT system. Thisresponse was met with great fury by the mostly Northern audience dedicated tothe promotion of democracy and equality in North-South trading relationships.For the remainder of the conference, this senior representative of FLO wasrarely without a companion who wished to argue with him.Next, many of the debates centered on the roles of certification and labelingin the FT system. I spoke with Ahmad Al Massri, director of Canaan Fair Tradein Jenin, Palestine, who holds a doctoral degree in anthropology from the Univer-sity of Wisconsin. He expressed concern over the FLO certification process.According to Dr. Al Massri, the FLO’s practice of operating mostly on salescommissions results in its tendency to ignore small producers. Despite beingin full compliance early on, Dr. Al Massri was only able to convince FLO toevaluate his products after they demonstrated robust sales in the WholeFoods grocery chains. Likewise, representatives from a company specializingin personal care products pointed to the disadvantages of FLO’s commission-based certification process. However, their solution was to work with a dif-ferent certifying agency. They applied for and were granted the Institute ofMarketecology (IMO) fair trade label, which requires a one-time application fee,unconnected with the outcome of the evaluation or with later product sales. Thisin turn sparked additional debate over the number and meaning of labels used to
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indicate FT practices and standards, where some condemned and others applaudedthe use of non-FLO certifications.Participants were also concerned about the capacity of the current certificationsystem to regulate more complex commodity chains. Bená, a representative ofMaggie’s Apparel Company, lamented the difficulty of securing multi-stageproduction models for certification that spans continents with different livingwages. How can she communicate to customers clearly that a garment wasproduced under FT conditions at every stage in the process? An initial solutionpointed to a pilot project initiated by Transfair USA, the primary network ofFT in the United States. Many conference participants were upset by the pilotproject for certifying apparel that does not enforce FT standards for any of themany stages between cotton growing and pattern cutting. From their perspective,every stage is equally important, but for Bená, certifying a partial commoditychain made her products far superior to conventionally traded apparel. To herdismay, some attendees argued that this type of regulation was meaninglessand devalued all FT goods and, therefore, should be discontinued. Others cameto Bená’s defense and argued that while certainly a labeling system certifyingall stages in production is essential to the expansion of FT and, therefore, tobenefiting more producers in the global South, the pilot project is useful as afirst step toward including complex commodities in the FT system and benefitingsome of the most marginalized workers in the global South: apparel and garmentindustry workers.In a related line of contention, there was much debate over the value of theFT label and the exclusivity of the system. This debate revealed a rift amongthe participants that divided them on the basis of their perception of the valueof a labeling system. Many argued that labels are essential for market entry.While FT labels do not address an entire commodity chain and are not accessibleto all producers, they are an essential tool for the expansion of FT. Others, incontrast, argued for a return to direct sales networks exclusively. In addition,conference participants argued over the benefits and drawbacks of opening upFT to a more mainstream market. Some argued for the expansion of FT productsinto mainstream and discount retail outlets such as Wal-Mart, where more con-sumers, and especially low-income consumers, would gain access. Othersinsisted that FT’s entry into mainstream outlets such as Starbucks had devaluedthe system, thereby hurting its producers. Advocates of this perspective insistedthat allowing FT goods into a discount retail outlet with a questionable humanrights record would only exacerbate and further devalue the FT label. Conferenceparticipants represented a wide array of opinions on this topic, ranging fromcomplete mainstreaming to hyper exclusivity.In sum, a content analysis of FTO mission statements points to consistentcommitment to the common themes of human rights, equality in decision makingand economic outcomes, environmentalism, and the promotion of Third Worlddevelopment. Observations and interviews highlighted the commitment of FT
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participants to these common goals. However, observations and interviews alsorevealed ambivalence as to how to achieve the collective goals. This ambivalenceis rooted in the tension between liberalizing and regulative forces, which stemsfrom the location of FT’s countermarket objectives within the market itself.My interviews with FT participants and my observation of a key conferencecentered on establishing the future of the movement reveal that the system’sinternal dynamics, especially the arguments over producer representation, thecertification process, and exclusivity and standards are highly contentious. Eachof these points of contention can be understood in terms of liberalizing versusregulative forces. In the end, the Fair Trade Futures Conference suggested acontentious and ambiguous future for FT goods and participants.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Previous research highlights the importance of rising voluntary certificationsystems in general (Bartley 2007; Schneiberg & Bartley 2008) and identifiesthe positive though limited effects of producer participation in the FT systemspecifically (Bacon et al., 2008; Fridell, 2007; Jaffee, 2007; Levi & Linton, 2003;Ruben, 2009). Here, I use Polanyi’s (1944, 1957) classic work to understandthe presence of conflict within the FT movement over its future directions,despite a large consensus on the movement’s overall objectives. I apply Polanyi’sclassic concepts of embeddedness and the double movement to the contem-porary global economy and to nonstate actors. I extend Polanyi’s (1944) classicargument that a movement toward liberalization must be met with a protectivecountermovement toward regulation in order to restore the embeddedness ofeconomy in society to the contemporary era. I argue that the rise of voluntarycertification systems in general and FT initiatives specifically represent a pro-tective countermovement in response to the liberalizing moves of the dominantglobal governance institutions but are plagued by conflict because of their para-doxical position of countering market forces from within.Movement participants agree on the promotion of a more just internationaltrading system that supports sustainable economic and social development in theglobal South, as is evident in organization mission statements and conferencestatements. Because they see the FT system as the best means to this end,participants generally aim for it to affect as many people as possible. However,the movement’s aim of countering the market from within creates a point ofcontradiction from which movement conflict arises. FT’s use of market forces inthe regulation of international exchange (i.e., regulating the market from within)inherently leads to the rise of conflict. This conflict lies in the tension between themovement’s need to both liberalize and regulate in order to achieve its objectives.Thus, the expansion of FT seems to depend mostly on more standardizationand less specificity. Since the certification system was implemented, the totalvolume of sales has increased dramatically, as has the variety of products available
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on the FT market. Some participants embrace the potential of the market system,arguing for the expansion of FT products into ever more retail outlets, makingthe products available to a wider consumer base. These participants identifythe potential for further market orientation or commodification to broaden themovement and therefore positively affect more developing world producers.Expansion of the certification system and inclusion of corporate partners repre-sent moves toward liberalizing FT products. Other participants remain waryof the market and cling tightly to the movement’s original structure of directsales networks. These participants recognize the potential of marketizationto dilute the FT standards, thereby diluting the positive effects on producers.As a result, they promote further regulation via the maintenance of closeconsumer-producer relationships.In addition to the conflict over quality versus quantity, the specifics of thecertification process are quite contentious within the movement. Dueling forcesof efficiency and democracy, again representing liberalization and regulationrespectively, arise in the setting and enforcement of standards. The current under-representation of producers from the global South in the certification processundermines the goals of equality, transparency, and respect. However, increasedparticipation of global actors with limited resources makes the process muchmore costly, which, in turn, makes the FT products less marketable. As such, theFT movement requires further market orientation or liberalization in order tomaintain its consumer base, but further decommodification or regulation in orderto maintain its standards for producers. There are limits to the additional price FTconsumers will pay, even if it comes at the expense of democratic decision makingbetween participants in the global North and South. As a result, movement par-ticipants as a whole are ambivalent as to how best further their mission.Moreover, the limitations of this system lie as much in the system’s decen-tralized, voluntary nature as in its market orientation. In Polanyi’s (1944)original analysis of the double movement, the state implemented both theincreased liberalization and the increased regulation of markets. In the case of FT,international organizations, primarily the World Trade Organization (WTO) butalso the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank, implement andpromote liberalizing policies. Rather than state-based initiatives, regulatory forceshave come in large part in the form of nongovernmental voluntary certifications.At this point, it is not clear that voluntary, nongovernmental initiatives can havea substantial regulatory impact on international production processes and trade.The conflict within the FT movement points to the contradiction between themovement’s need simultaneously to liberalize and to regulate in order to achieveits collectively agreed upon goal, and ultimately points to the limitations forthe movement’s expansion. The expansion of the FT movement depends onincreased market orientation. But the movement’s primary objective is to countermarketization. The further market orientation necessary for expansion contradictsthe principles of embeddedness at the center of the movement.
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APPENDIX A: ACRONYM KEY
EFTA European Fair Trade AssociationFINE Combined Network of FLO, IFAT (WFTO), NEWS!and EFTAFLO International Fairtrade Labeling OrganizationFT Fair TradeFTF Fair Trade FederationFTO Fair Trade organizationGATT General Agreement on Tariffs and TradeIFAT International Federation for Alternative Trade—Now WFTOIMF International Monetary FundNEWS! Network of European WorldshoppesServe International Sales Exchange for Refugee Rehabilitation and VocationWFTO World Fair Trade Organization—Formerly IFATWTO World Trade Organization
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